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“Friends” united

Our sincere thanks to Maximilien Büsser for counting GMT
among his Friends, and for entrusting us with the honor and
the pleasure of presenting his concept and his collection
through this insert. Max is one of the people to whom contem-
porary Haute Horlogerie is deeply indebted. Haute Horlogerie
inherently implies quality and not quantity, innovation rather
than deviation, and imagination instead of ostentation.
Already during the Harry Winston period, when GMT was
born on the threshold of the 21st century, his visionary spirit
had powerfully impressed our editorial team, along with
a whole generation of devotees of avant-garde timepieces.
As a privileged witness to the launch into orbit of the
Horological Machines N°3, GMT is naturally proud to confirm
its status as a Friend within the MB&F constellation.

PIERRE JACQUES & BRICE LECHEVALIER | PUBLISHERS
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After decades learning and conforming to the corporate rules
of watchmaking, in 2005 Maximilian Büsser broke the chains
and started a rebellion – a rebellion called MB&F. MB&F is
an artistic and micro-engineering concept laboratory in which
collectives of independent horological professionals are assem-
bled each year to design and craft radical Horological
Machines.

The ramifications of these audacious projects are profound.
Respecting tradition but not shackled by it, MB&F fuses tradi-
tional high-quality watchmaking with cutting-edge technology
to create three-dimensional kinetic sculptures. MB&F is inde-
pendent people creating for independent people. Welcome to
Horology 2.0!

MB&F’s Horological Machines are full of dynamic tension
between apparently incongruous elements: cutting-edge tech-
nology and sculptural art; matte textures and mirror-polishes;
high-tech alloys and precious metals; and traditional watch-
making and 21st century micro-engineering. This vibrant ten-
sion is amplified by the interplay of light and colour off the var-
ied finishes, textures and shapes, and it gives the machines
their pulsating vitality.

MB&F is not a watch brand, it is a creative label based around
one very simple and fundamental ideal: to assemble dedicated
collectives of the world’s best horological artisans and artists to
design and craft each year a radical and original masterpiece of
watchmaking. By nurturing teams of individuals, harnessing
their passion and creativity and crediting each individual’s
essential role, MB&F uses their synergy to become much
greater than the sum of its parts. MB&F is above all a human
adventure... a human adventure with just one goal: to create
incredible Horological Machines.

�HM3: the Team behind the Machine

�THE COMPANY
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Which is your favorite sci-fi film and which most inspired you
creating the Horological Machines?

Actually, TV series had more of an early influence than films.
Between the ages of six and twelve, my parents would send me
to England for summer holidays and, as it was more often rain-
ing than not, I spent a lot of time in front of the television. Star
Trek, Thunderbirds and Dr. Who were my world. And when I
was ten, I was absolutely awestruck by Star Wars! It was those
sci-fi TV series as a child that most influenced and inspired our
Horological Machines.

Both the engines and the bodywork of the Horological
Machines are extremely complex; which represented the
greatest challenge.

The movements and cases are holistically conceived. As both
the motors and the bodywork are exploring unchartered terri-
tories, all of the artisans, engineers and watchmakers working
on MB&F’s projects have had to find highly innovative
solutions, often outside the realm of traditional horology. To
mention a few examples: HM1 has the only production wrist-
watch movement where the energy is brought to the regulating

Maximilian Büsser
Founder & CEO MB&F
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system from both sides; the case of HM2, with over 100 com-
ponents, is the most complicated in watchmaking history; and
in HM3, the use of oversized ceramic ball bearings has hither-
to been seen only in the medical and aerospace worlds. So each
component is a challenge, but that is exactly what inspires and
energises the “Friends” who develop these pieces with us. As
each Friend is credited for their work, our Machines are show-
pieces for their skills and talents, and therefore the quality and
finish are also unparalleled.

Despite your experience, you ran a pretty high risk
by turning independent in launching your concept three years
ago; how successful do you think you have been so far?

You honestly need to be a little crazy to launch your own horo-
logical brand. In my case, it was a mixture of a carefully
thought out plan and a giant leap of faith. And I am happy to
say that it worked better than my most optimistic projections.
Who could have imagined that in little more than 3 and a half
years, MB&F would have managed to create and deliver three
totally groundbreaking movements that power up three com-
pletely different Horological Machines? That is what I call the
“power of the Friends”. All the independent craftsmen, engi-
neers and watchmakers who have worked on these projects
have done so, not because they needed to, but because they
wanted to. And their pride in these particular projects has
allowed us to achieve what was deemed by most as impossible.

How do you feel about the fact that this concept is being
taken up by others?

This is great news! Real high-end horology is about incredibly
talented human beings. So when new creators find the courage
to make their dreams become true, it is wonderful for our
whole industry. Having said that, the consumers must be care-
ful and discern between real innovative horology, and standard
round movements packaged with skilled marketing stories.
Not everything that looks like cutting-edge contemporary
horology really is all it appears.

You are personally acquainted with a number of your final
customers: could you define what they have in common?

I have indeed come to know many MB&F clients, either during
my travels, or when they contact me through our website. And
even though they – men and women – are very different, they
do have a few common denominators: great knowledge of beau-
tiful watchmaking; many different passions (not only watches);
they are often leaders; and all share in some way a “rebel”
attitude; they cannot be straight jacketed and refuse to be a
pigeon-holed.

Successfully creating a simple watch is often an extremely
complex task; do you aspire to design a truly restrained,
pared-down timepiece with your friends in due course?

One day perhaps, but not under the MB&F label. MB&F is
dedicated to creating “kinetic sculptures”.
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�HM1

Horological Machine No1 (HM1) is an extremely sophisticated
timepiece on many levels: visually, technically and emotionally.
It is as much, if not more, art and sculpture as micro engineer-
ing. By designing and constructing its first three-dimensional
machine MB&F broke free of the constraints imposed
by traditional horology.

HM1 is totally original, featuring hours and minutes
on separate dials, raised central one-minute tourbillon,
seven-day power reserve, four mainspring barrels and both
automatic and manual winding. It has a radical new design

� The HM1 Engine -
Only one hundred of them
will ever see the light

� HM1 in 18kt red gold as
seen front and back

Horological
Machine No1
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and construction plus a brand new movement with 376 parts
and 81 functional jewels.

The most visual technical element of the movement is the
rotating one-minute tourbillon on top of the dial - Horological
Machines are three-dimensional structures, therefore the tour-
billon has been elevated to create its own centre stage. But it
was the four massive mainspring barrels that dominated
HM1’s design and construction. Using the mainspring barrels
in parallel - two on each side of the movement - enabled MB&F
to reduce the torque of each mainspring, thus improving
isochronism, decreasing wear and increasing longevity...
all while maintaining an enormous seven days’ reserve of
power. The regulating system is actually driven from two sides
– a world’s first in a production movement!

But the barrels are not the only mechanical system needing to
communicate across a constricted divide: the hours on the left
must synchronize with the minutes on the right, both for time-
keeping and time-setting. This necessitated the development of
an over-sized wheel centrally located under the dial. Extremely
flat and mirror-polished, this wheel is cleverly supported by
floating it between two layers of precision adjusted jewels.

Looking at the dial we see: hours indicated on the left;
raised central one-minute tourbillon; minutes indicated on the
right-hand dial; and the seven-day power reserve displayed on
a higher stratum inside the minute dial. The twin upper-level
sapphire bridges not only allow a clear and uncluttered view
of all the indications, the four columns supporting them
play a dual role in housing the ingenious movement-to-case
fixing cones.

HM1’s unusual form dominates the senses and dictated the
architecture of the movement. With its 48 discrete elements,
the HM1 case features a modular construction enabling every
part to be independently refurbished. This is a design looking
completely at home in the fantasy worlds of both 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea and 2001: A Space Odyssey.

Horological Machine N°1 is a highly innovative timepiece.
Look deeply enough and you will discover that HM1 is more
than a meticulously hand-crafted work of art, more than an
intricate masterpiece of micro-engineering: it is a machine
epitomizing the incredible passion and enthusiasm that its
collective of Friends have dedicated to its creation.

� Horological Machine No1 in Titanium -
a limited edition of 10 pieces
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�HM2

Horological
Machine No2

� Horological Machine No2:
102 components make up
the most complex case in
watchmaking history. The
functions of the movement
include a jumping hour
coupled with a retrograde
minute indicator

� The Engine of HM2: high-end
horology meets science
fiction in an unparalleled
work of mechanical art

Horological Machine N°2 is a holistically conceived and engi-
neered three-dimensional timekeeping machine. It features the
world's first mechanical movement offering Instantaneous
Jumping Hour, Concentric Retrograde Minutes, Retrograde
Date, Bi-Hemisphere Moon-Phase and Automatic Winding.
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While Horological Machine No2 (HM2) is a high-tech
machine of the 21st century, the quality and hand execution of
the fine finishing is a showcase of the very best in traditional
craftsmanship. Light flashing off hand finished mirror-
polished surfaces and immaculate bevelling brings vivacity
to the rich combination of colours, materials, shapes and
textures.

The case, with its flying buttresses, bolted portholes and
sliding crown guard, was so complex that it could only
be developed with an innovative modular method inspired
by the Meccano sets of Büsser’s childhood. More than
100 components go into the assembly of the case alone – that
is more parts than make up many complete movements!

�The titanium flying buttresses of the
case back reveal a unique architecture
and the 22kt gold battle ax winding rotor

HM2 is an incredibly sophisticated micro-mechanical work
of art with over 450 components making up the case and
movement; however its complexity has been carefully
engineered for functional simplicity.
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�HM2

� HM2: 18kt white gold &
titanium; limited edition
of 125 pieces

� HM2: 18kt red gold &
titanium; limited edition
of 125 pieces

� HM2-CTi: brushed black cera-
mic highlights the architecture
of the titanium components
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Specific gears in HM2’s movement are manufactured to
extremely high precision using Mimotec’s UV-LIGA technolo-
gy, enabling very accurate time-setting and offering high
reliability. To maximise the efficiency of MB&F’s already
iconic battle axe shaped automatic rotor, one of the 22kt gold
blades was machined down to a razor sharp edge of just
0.2mm - a dimension which pushed the very limits of micro-
machining! The innovative sliding crown guard meanwhile
clearly indicates its position (in or out) and facilitates access
to time-setting and quick date correcting.

Each of HM2’s twin portholes allows the viewer a different
perspective of time. On the right, the Jumping Hours and
Concentric Retrograde Minutes reveals time up close and
'now', while the Retrograde Date and Bi-Hemisphere Moon
Phase on the left dial allows the viewer to take a step back
from immediacy and relax.

Horological Machine No2 is also presented in ceramic with red
gold (HM2-CR) and titanium (HM2-CTi). HM2-Ceramic is a
juxtaposition of materials and finishes. The black ceramic case
has a unique brushed satin finish which imparts a silvery
metallic sheen to the timepiece, a finish appropriately fitting
for a horological machine par excellence.

� HM2-CTi, Ceramic & Titanium,
Limited edition of 66 pieces

� HM2-CR, Ceramic & Red Gold,
Limited edition of 33 pieces
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�HM3
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Warning! Horological Machine No3 is so far outside existing
timekeeping references that it may cause sensory overload.
The mind first attempts to take in the kinetically active
movement, paradoxically seen in all its glory on the top of the
watch and partially circumscribed by a ring of large numerals.
Then it is assailed yet again, this time by twin cones rising
majestically from the sculptured three-dimensional case.
No wonder many struggle to reconcile the reality that this
dynamic sculpture is actually a highly technical wristwatch
that tells the time and date.

Individualists demand choice, so HM3 is available in two
versions: ‘Sidewinder’, with cones lined perpendicular to the
arm; and ‘Starcruiser’, with cones in line with the arm. Each
version has its own very distinct visual characteristics
and each offers its own angle on telling the time. The three-
dimensional time-indicating cones allow for telling the time at
a glance, whether driving or typing; however, the fact
that nothing like them had ever been attempted before in
horology posed considerable challenges. The top caps of the
truncated cones are brazed (not glued) to ensure maximum
water-resistance and the red ‘hands’ of the hour and minute
indicators had to be cut by laser to obtain the incredibly high
precision with minimum mass that the design
necessitated.

Horological
Machine No3

�A spaceship? No, the 18kt red
gold & titanium Horological
Machine No3 Starcruiser!

�The amazing Engine of
Horological Machine No3

�The titanium back reveals
the two ceramic ball bearings
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An over-sized date wheel, with a larger diameter than
the movement, allows for large, legible numbers with
the date indicated by a neatly engraved triangle
on its perimeter. However, it is the spectacu-
lar open-air theatre presented by the
finely finished movement, with
its swinging battle-axe shaped
automatic rotor and fast
oscillating balance wheel,
which mesmerises the eye
and astounds the senses.

The prominence of the 22K
solid gold rotor on the dial of
HM3 is certain to increase the
recognition of this already iconic
MB&F symbol. The rotor appears
to defy the laws of physics in being
symmetrically balanced instead of
having a visibly off-centred mass.

This is achieved by machining the underside of one arm to a
razor-thin edge so reducing its mass.

Turning the watch over reveals
the technical secret behind
HM3’s inverted movement:
two large, high-tech ceramic
bearings efficiently transmitting

power up to the cones and date
wheel. The movement of HM3 has

been literally turned upside down to
allow for an uninterrupted panorama
of the movement and the high-speed
oscillations of the balance wheel.

� Horological Machine No3.
The ceramic ball bearings transfer
the information of the hours and
minutes

�HM3
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� Horological Machine No3, Sidewinder,
18kt White Gold & Titanium

� Horological Machine No3, Starcruiser,
18kt Red Gold & Titanium

� Horological Machine No3, Sidewinder,
18kt Red Gold & Titanium

� Horological Machine No3, Starcruiser,
18kt White Gold & Titanium



www.mbandf.com

�HM2 - The Engine and the Team


